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Abstract

Graph neural networks (GNNs) have gained increasing pop-
ularity in many areas such as e-commerce, social networks
and bio-informatics. Distributed GNN training is essential for
handling large graphs and reducing the execution time. How-
ever, for distributed GNN training, a peer-to-peer communi-
cation strategy suffers from high communication overheads.
Also, different GPUs require different remote vertex embed-
dings, which leads to an irregular communication pattern
and renders existing communication planning solutions un-
suitable. We propose the distributed graph communication
library (DGCL) for efficient GNN training on multiple GPUs.
At the heart of DGCL is a communication planning algorithm
tailored for GNN training, which jointly considers fully uti-
lizing fast links, fusing communication, avoiding contention
and balancing loads on different links. DGCL can be easily
adopted to extend existing single-GPU GNN systems to dis-
tributed training. We conducted extensive experiments on
different datasets and network configurations to compare
DGCL with alternative communication schemes. In our ex-
periments, DGCL reduces the communication time of the
peer-to-peer communication by 77.5% on average and the
training time for an epoch by up to 47%.

Keywords Graph Neural Networks, Distributed and Paral-
lel Training, Network Communication
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1 Introduction

Graph neural networks (GNNs) are a special kind of deep
neural network, in which each vertex aggregates the embed-
dings of its neighbors in the graph to compute its own embed-
ding. Many GNNmodels have been proposed, e.g., GCN [17],
GAT [33], CommNet [32], GraphSAGE [8], GIN [39] and
GGNN [20]. These GNN models achieve excellent perfor-
mance for graph related tasks such as node classification,
link prediction and graph clustering. To support the effi-
cient training of GNN models, a number of GNN systems
such as DGL [35], PyG [7], NeuGraph [21], RoC [13] and
AliGraph [40], have been developed for CPU or GPU. As real
graphs can be very large, e.g., containing millions of vertices
and billions of edges, it is essential to conduct distributed
GNN training using many GPUs for efficiency and scalabil-
ity. However, most existing GNN systems are designed for
a single worker (e.g., DGL and PyG) or a small number of
workers on the same machine (e.g., NeuGraph).

To conduct distributed GNN training, a graph is usually
partitioned [4, 14, 15, 30] to assign its vertices to multiple
workers, and the workers compute the vertex embedding in
parallel. As vertices need to access the embeddings of their
neighbors that reside on other workers, it is necessary to
conduct embedding passing during training. However, using
direct peer-to-peer communication (i.e., each worker fetches
the required embeddings directly from other workers) [12]
for embedding passing results in high communication over-
heads. The communication time can easily take up over 50%
of the total training time and even exceeds 90% in some cases
according to our measurements in ğ3.
Our profiling and analysis show that peer-to-peer com-

munication has poor efficiency for two main reasons (ğ3):



(1) It fails to fully utilize fast links. Modern GPU servers (e.g.,
NVIDIA DGX systems [22]) contain heterogeneous physical
connections such as NVLink [25], PCIe, QPI, IB [36] and
Ethernet, and the bandwidth of the fastest link can be an
order of magnitude of the slowest link. Peer-to-peer commu-
nication simply uses the direct links between workers and
does not fully exploit the fast links. (2) It does not consider
the communications between different worker pairs jointly.
With peer-to-peer communication, all workers communicate
with each other concurrently for embedding passing. This
results in severe network contention and load imbalance
given the complex connections among GPUs in a modern
GPU cluster. To eliminate embedding passing, we considered
an alternative that replicates the remote neighbors of the
vertices to the local worker but found that replication results
in high memory and computation costs.

To optimize communication efficiency of distributed GNN
training, we formulate a communication planning problem,
which is to find a plan that minimizes the time to pass the
required vertex embeddings among the workers. The prob-
lem is challenging for two reasons: (1) The communication
pattern is irregular as different workers require different re-
mote embeddings. This is in contrast to training normal deep
neural networks (e.g., VGG [31] and ResNet [9] variants),
for which each worker sends/receives the same set of model
parameters and communication planning has been solved
by NCCL [24]. (2) The physical connections are complex in
modern GPU servers and the communications of all worker
pairs need to be jointly considered to avoid contention and
balance the loads among different links.
To solve the communication planning problem, we first

show that the optimal strategy to transmit a vertex embed-
ding from its source worker (i.e., the worker that computes
it) to its destination workers (i.e., the workers that use it as
input) is a tree that has the source worker as its root and
contains all the destination workers. Then, a communication
plan is defined as the union of the communication trees of
all vertices, which provides the maximum flexibility as each
vertex is allowed to choose its own communication strategy.
We also build a cost model to predict the execution time of
a communication plan, which divides the communications
into stages and considers contention, load balancing and
parallelization. Finally, we propose a shortest path spanning

tree (SPST ) algorithm to minimize the cost model in a greedy
manner. The vertices are considered sequentially and the
communication tree for each vertex is solved by minimizing
the cost blow-up considering the processed vertices.

Based on the SPST algorithm, we develop a package called
the distributed graph communication library (DGCL). DGCL
handles tasks related to distributed GNN training includ-
ing graph partitioning, communication planning, and ac-
tual communication execution. Existing GNN systems can
easily invoke DGCL with user-friendly APIs for efficient
distributed communication. The GNN system only needs to
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Figure 1. An example graph and its partitioning

work in a single-worker mode and does not need to know the
details about distributed execution. In addition to the SPST
algorithm, we introduce several system designs in DGCL
to improve communication efficiency, including decentral-
ized communication coordination, automatic communica-
tion method selection and non-atomic aggregation.
To evaluate the performance of DGCL, we conducted ex-

tensive experiments on four graphs and three GNN mod-
els under different network configurations. We compared
with three alternative communication schemes, i.e., peer-
to-peer communication, swap (which uses main memory for
embedding exchange among GPUs as in NeuGraph [21]) and
replication (which replicates cross-partition vertices to elimi-
nate communication as in Medusa [43]). The results show
that DGCL consistently achieves shorter communication
time and hence shorter per-epoch time than the baselines
for distributed GNN training. Compared with peer-to-peer
communication, DGCL reduces the communication time by
at most 85.8% and 77.5% on average. The per-epoch time
of peer-to-peer is reduced by up to 47% in some cases. We
also found that replication has poor performance in process-
ing dense graphs and runs out of memory for large graphs.
Swap often has the worst performance as it needs to dump
all vertex embeddings to main memory.

Paper outline. We give the background on GNN training
in ğ2. We analyze existing strategies for distributed GNN
training in ğ3 to show their limitations and hence motivate
our work. We present the architecture and the API of DGCL
in ğ4. We discuss the details of communication planning and
the SPST algorithm in ğ5. We discuss the system designs
and some implementation details in ğ6. We report the per-
formance evaluation results in ğ7. We discuss related work
in ğ8 and conclude our work in ğ9.

2 Background on GNN Training

Given a graph G = (V , E), GNN models (e.g., GCN [17],
CommNet [32] and GIN [39]) learn an embedding for each
vertex v ∈ V by stacking multiple graph propagation layers.



In each layer, GNN models generally follow an aggregate-

update computation pattern:

a
(k )
v = AGGREGATE(k )({h

(k−1)
u |u ∈ N(v)})

h
(k )
v = UPDATE(k )(a

(k )
v ,h

(k−1)
v )

, (1)

where h
(k )
v is the embedding of vertexv in the k-th layer and

h
(0)
v is the input features of vertex v . The AGGREGATE(k )

function collects the embeddings of v’s neighbors in (k −

1)-th layer, i.e., {h
(k−1)
u |u ∈ N(v)}, to compute a

(k )
v . The

UPDATE(k ) function uses the neighborhood aggregation

result a
(k)
v and v’s embedding in the (k − 1)-th layer, i.e.,

h
(k−1)
v , to calculate v’s embedding in the k-th layer. Both
the AGGREGATE and UPDATE functions can be neural net-
works, which are updated during training. Although K =2
layers are most popular, recent works suggest that 3 or more
layers provides better performance for some tasks [10, 13].
GNN training is conducted by alternating between for-

ward passes and backward passes. In a forward pass, each
vertex aggregates the embeddings of its neighbors to com-
pute its final output (i.e., the K-th layer embedding). In a
backward pass, each vertex sends gradients to its neigh-
bors to update the AGGREGATE and UPDATE functions.
We complete an epoch of training when all vertices have
gone through a forward and backward pass. Beside the full
graph training method, some works use sampling [8], which
only computes the final output for some vertices in a pass.
As sampling has potential accuracy loss [13], we consider
full graph training in this paper. For a K-layer GNN, the
computation of a vertex needs to access the embedding of its
K-hop neighbors. Consider a 2-layer GNN and take vertex a

in Figure 1a for example. Computing h
(1)
a requires the 0-th

layer embeddings of a’s direct neighborsN(a)= {b, c,d, f , j},

and h
(2)
a requires the 1st layer embeddings of the vertices in

N(a), which in turn depends on the 0-th layer embeddings
of their direct neighbors. As a result, training a involves all
the vertices in the example graph except vertex д, which is 3
hops away from a.

3 An Analysis on Strategies for Distributed
GNN Training

In this section, we give an analysis on various strategies for
distributed GNN training to show the limitations of existing
methods and the challenges of distributed GNN training.

Graph partitioning without replication. A straightfor-
ward scheme for distributed GNN training is graph partition-

ing as illustrated in Figure 1b. The graph is partitioned into
non-overlapping partitions (i.e., without vertex replication
on different workers), and each GPU conducts computation
for a partition. Execution follows a transfer-compute sched-
ule for each layer, in which the embeddings of the required
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Figure 2. The computation time and communication over-
head for training a 2-layer GCN with peer-to-peer commu-
nication (the average communication volume of each GPU
during an epoch is plotted as dashed lines)

Table 1. The speed (GBps) of common communication links
(NV2 and NV1 mean 2 and 1 NVLinks between two GPUs)

Type NV2 NV1 PCIe QPI IB Ethernet

Speed 48.35 24.22 11.13 9.56 6.37 3.12

non-local vertices are fetched from remote GPUs before con-
ducting computation. The cost for embedding passing can be
high as the vertex embeddings are high-dimensional vectors
and many vertex embeddings need to be transferred.
We plot the computation time, communication overhead

and average communication volume of each GPU for train-
ing a 2-layer GCN in Figure 2. 1 The graph is partitioned
using the METIS library [14] to minimize the number of
cross-partition edges for communication reduction, and the
GPUs transfer the vertex embeddings to each other via peer-
to-peer communication. Figure 2 shows that the communi-
cation time grows rapidly with the number of GPUs, taking
up more than 50% of the per-epoch time for both graphs
with 8 GPUs. With 16 GPUs on two machines, the commu-
nication time takes up more than 90% of the per-epoch time
due to slow cross-machine connection. The communication
time increases with the number of GPUs even though the
per-GPU communication volume decreases, because the ag-
gregated communication volume of all GPUs increases with
the number of GPUs and different GPUs may contend for
communication, which severely impairs efficiency as we will
show shortly.

The communication topology inside one of the machines
used in our experiments is plotted in Figure 3, which shows
there are a few types of connection between GPUs, e.g.,
NVlink, PCIe, PCIe-QPI-PCIe. Different types of connections
vary significantly in speed according to our measurements

1The detailed experiment configurations, e.g., the connections among the

GPUs, dataset statistics and mode structures can be found in ğ7.



Table 2. The time (ms) peer-to-peer communication spends
on different links for training a GCN layer with 8 GPUs

Web-Google Reddit Wiki-Talk

NVLink 0.99 1.70 1.39

Others 6.20 18.1 6.13

Table 3. Attainable bandwidth (Gbps) of a GPU when there
are different number of GPUs using the QPI link

Number of GPUs 1 2 3

Attainable bandwidth 9.50 5.12 3.34

GPU 1 GPU 2

GPU 3 GPU 4

GPU 5 GPU 6

GPU 7 GPU 8

PCIe Switches PCIe Switches

CPU CPU

NIC NIC NIC NIC

NVLink PCIe QPI

Figure 3. The connections among the GPUs of the NVIDIA
DGX-1 system, as an example of the complex communication
connections in modern GPU servers

in Table 1. We also profile the time that peer-to-peer com-
munication spends on NVLink and other relatively slow con-
nections when training a GNN layer. As shown in Table 2,
the GPU pairs with NVLink connections (e.g., GPU1-GPU2,
GPU4-GPU7) have much shorter communication time than
those with slow connections (e.g., GUP1-GPU5 via PCIe-QPI-
PCIe). As all GPU pairs in Figure 3 can be connected within
two hops of NVLink, we can reduce communication time
by eliminating data transfer on the slow links and using
NVLink-based relay, e.g., assigning GPU2 to forward the
communication between GPU1 and GPU5. Therefore, a key
reason behind the long communication time of peer-to-peer is

that it simply utilizes the direct links and fails to fully utilize

the fast links.

In Figure 3, the direct communication links from GPU1,
GPU3 and GPU4 to GPU5 all go through the QPI, and these
GPUs will contend for the QPI bandwidth if they communi-
cate with GPU5 concurrently in peer-to-peer communication.
We report the attainable bandwidth for a GPUwhen there are
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Figure 4. The replication factor for training GNNs with
different number of layers

different numbers of concurrent GPUs using the QPI link in
Table 3. The results show that contention severely degrades
communication speed. Thus, another limitation of peer-to-

peer communication is that it does not consider concurrent

communications jointly and may result in contention.

Graph partition with replication. The communication
overhead for embedding passing can be completely removed
using replication. Beside the vertices in the local partition,
each GPU also stores theK-hop neighbors of its local vertices
and computes the intermediate embeddings of the replicated
vertices when necessary. In this case, each GPU can com-
pute the final outputs for the vertices in its local partition
without communication but needs to pay additional storage
and computation costs.
We define replication factor as the total number of (as-

signed and replicated) vertices kept by all GPUs divided by
the number of vertices in the original graph. Replication
factor is an indicator of the computation and storage over-
heads needed to eliminate embedding passing. Figure 4 plots
the replication factor for GNNs with different number of
layers (i.e., hops). The results show that the replication fac-
tor increases with the number of GPU and GNN layers. For
the denser Reddit graph, each GPU almost stores the en-
tire graph for GNNs with more than 1 layers, i.e., the 2-hop
neighbors already cover almost the entire graph, and thus
the replication factor of 2-hop and that of 3-hop are almost
the same in Figure 4b. For the sparser Web-Google graph, the
replication factor is also large for a 3-layer GNN (more than
3 when 16 GPUs are used). The reason is that large graphs
usually have a small diameter and a vertex can reach many
vertices in a few hops. This renders replication inapplicable
for deeper GNN models with more layers, which is shown to
achieve good performance recently [13]. We will also verify
in our experiments in ğ7 that using replication results in a
long per-epoch time due to the repetitive computation of
vertex embeddings on different GPUs.

Other options for distributedGNN training.Besides non-
overlapping graph partitioning and replication, there are



many other strategies for distributed GNN training that show
different interplay among communication, memory and com-
putation overheads. We list some examples: (1) When GPU
memory is sufficient, the 0-th layer embeddings of the adja-
cent vertices can be cached to eliminate embedding passing
for the 1st GNN layer. (2) When GPU memory is insufficient
(e.g., for large graphs or a small number of GPUs), embed-
dings need to be offloaded to and reloaded fromCPUmemory
dynamically. (3)When cross-machine bandwidth is low, repli-
cation may be adopted across different machines to reduce
cross-machine communication, while the GPUs inside the
same machine use non-overlapping graph partitioning.
In all these strategies, GNN training still needs to find

efficient methods to transfer the required embedding to
each GPU, which we call a communication planning problem.
For example, embedding passing is required for layer-2 and
higher layers in (1) above, while the GPUs inside the same
machine need to exchange embeddings for (3). For (2), the
embedding swap between GPU memory and CPU memory
can also be regarded as a special form of communication via
PCIe. Although we focus on non-overlapping graph parti-
tioning in our presentation, our communication planning
algorithm can be easily generalized to more diverse GNN
training strategies.

Properties of GNN communication planing. Communi-
cation is irregular for distributed DNN training as different
GPUs need to send/receive different vertex embeddings from
other GPUs according to graph partitioning. In comparison,
communication in the data-parallel training of usual neural
networks (e.g., those for computer vision) are regular and all
GPUs send/receive the same set of model parameters, and ex-
isting libraries such as NCCL are well-designed for planning
this type of regular communication. Motivated by the limita-
tions of peer-to-peer communication, we should consider all
concurrent communications jointly and fully utilize fast links
while avoiding contention at the same time. As embedding
passing is largely independent from the deep learning part
of GNN training (e.g., neural network inference and back
propagation), a general communication planning algorithm
and execution framework can be reused for different GNN
systems.

4 The Architecture and API of DGCL

In this section, we first introduce the architecture and work-
flow of DGCL, and then present its API and discuss how to
connect DGCL with existing GNN systems with the API.

4.1 Architecture and Workflow

The architecture of DGCL is shown in Figure 5. DGCL ac-
cepts an input graph and partitions the graph. The number
of graph partitions is the same as the number of GPUs as
each partition is assigned to one GPU. For graph partitioning,
we use the METIS library [14] to minimize the number of

GNN Model Input Graph

Graph Partitioning

Communication Planner

DGCL Master

DGCL Client

Device 2

Graph Patch 2

GNN System

DGCL Client

Device k

Graph Patch k

GNN System

DGCL Client

Device 1

Graph Patch 1

GNN System

Communication

Topology

…
Figure 5. Architecture of DGCL

cross-partition edges for communication reduction and also
ensure that each partition has a similar number of vertices for
load balancing. There are usually hierarchies in the commu-
nication topology, for example, intra-machine connections
can be faster than inter-machine connections, and inside the
same machine, GPUs on the same NUMA node may have
faster connections than those on different NUMA nodes. In
these cases, we use hierarchical graph partitioning to priori-
tize communication reduction on slow links. Currently, we
assume that the graph partitioning is non-overlapping, and
the GPU memory is sufficient for the graph data and vertex
embeddings in each partition.
For each graph partition, the vertices are re-indexed to

make distributed training transparent to the underlying GNN
system, i.e., the GNN system only sees an input graph instead
of a partition. For a GPU d , we use V l

d
to denote its local

vertices (i.e., vertices in its partition), V r
d
to denote its remote

vertices (i.e., direct neighbors of its local vertices that reside
in other partitions), and Ed to denote its local edges. For
example, in the graph partitioning in Figure 1b, we have
V l
1 = {a,b, c} and V r

1 = {d, f , j,k} for GPU 1. For a GPU

d , DGCL constructs a graph Gd (V
l
d
∪V r

d
, Ed ) and the GNN

system can conduct training on Gd in the single-GPU mode
when the embeddings of vertices inV l

d
∪V r

d
are available. The

communication relation among the GPUs is also constructed
according to the graph partitioning result. We record a tuple
(di ,dj ,Vi j ) for each pair of GPUs, where Vi j is the vertex
embeddings that GPU di needs to send to GPU dj .
We associate a DGCL client with each GPU, which is

responsible for conducting communication for distributed
training, e.g., sending/receiving vertex embeddings to/from
remote GPUs and forwarding embeddings for other GPUs.
A centralized DGCL master monitors the DGCL clients and
notifies them to start the communication for a layer or when
all communications for a layer finish. The communication
planner lies at the heart of DGCL, which takes as input the
communication relation among the GPUs and the commu-
nication topology, and generates a communication plan for



1 impor t dgl , d g c l

2

3 c l a s s d i s t r i b u t e d _ g cn_mode l ( o b j e c t ) :

4 de f forward ( s e l f , embeddings ) :

5 f o r l i n l a y e r s :

6 embeddings = dg c l . g r a p h _ a l l g a t h e r (

embeddings )

7 embeddings = dg l . GraphConv ( embeddings )

8

9 dg c l . i n i t ( )

10 graph , f e a t u r e s = . . . # Load da t a

11 dg c l . bu i ld_comm_info ( graph , t opo logy )

12 f e a t u r e s = dg c l . d i s p a t c h _ f e a t u r e s ( f e a t u r e s )

13 model = d i s t r i b u t e d _ g cn_mode l ( . . . )

14 l o s s _ f u n c = . . .

15

16 f o r i i n epoch :

17 l o s s = l o s s _ f u n c ( model ( f e a t u r e s ) )

18 l o s s . backward ( )

Listing 1. Integrate DGCL with DGL for GCN training

each GNN layer. The objective is to minimize the end-to-end
communication time for the layer and the communication
plan describes how the messages between each pair of GPUs
will be transmitted. Communication plans are constructed
before training starts and issued to the DGCL clients. When
training starts, the clients coordinate with each other using
progress flags to carry out the communication plan.

4.2 API

DGCL exposes a user-friendly API to extend a single-GPU
GNN system to distributed training. We highlight the func-
tions in the API that are tailored for GNN training as follows:

• init() initializes the distributed communication envi-
ronment, and sets up the connections between DGCL
master and clients.

• buildCommInfo(graph, topology) partitions a graph to a
set of GPUs, builds the communication relation among
the GPUs and runs the communication planning algo-
rithm to obtain the communication strategy.

• embeddings graphAllgather( localEmbeddings) fetches
the embeddings of the remote vertices of a GPU and
sends the embeddings required by other GPUs accord-
ing to the communication relation. The returned value
embeddinдs contains all the embeddings (i.e., both lo-
cal and remote) for executing a GNN layer on the GPU.

We call the operation that passes vertex embeddings among
GPUs graph Allgather as its semantics is similar to Allgather

operation in collective communication, i.e., after applying the
operation, every worker gets its required data. For example,
in the graph partitioning in Figure 1b, after graph Allgather,
GPU 1 will have the embeddings of vertex {a,b, c,d, f , j}.
graph Allgather is a synchronous operation, DGCL blocks a
client until it receives all the remote vertex embeddings.

d1 d2 d3 d4

NVLink PCIe

PCIe SwitchPCIe Switch

CPU CPU

QPI

𝑑3 𝑑4𝑑1 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐, 𝑑 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑒, 𝑓𝑑2 𝑔, ℎ, 𝑖 𝑔, 𝑖, 𝑘, 𝑙

Figure 6. An example of communication topology and com-
munication relation, in which d1 and d2 are senders

DGCL can be easily combined with existing GNN systems
with the API presented above and we show an example in
List 1, which uses DGCL in DGL [35] to train a GCN model
using our Python API. Lines 9-12 initialize the communi-
cation environment, conduct communication planning and
dispatch the graph partitions to their corresponding GPUs.
Line 6 invokes graph Allgather to collect the remote embed-
dings and Line 7 conducts DGL graph convolution in the
single-GPU mode.

5 Communication Planning

In this section, we first formulate the communication plan-
ning problem by introducing the communication strategies
for each vertex and the cost model. Then we present the
shortest path spanning tree (SPST) algorithm, which solves
the communication planning problem in a greedy manner.

5.1 Problem Formulation

Communication planning takes the communication relation

and communication topology as input, and tries to minimize
the communication time for a GNN layer. As introduced in ğ4,
the communication relation is modeled by the (di ,dj ,Vi j ) tu-
ples, where Vi j is the vertex embeddings GPU di needs to
send to GPU dj . The communication topology D describes
the connections among the GPUs and each physical connec-
tion lj ∈ D is associated with a bandwidth bj . We provide
an example of communication relation and communication
topology in Figure 6, and discuss some considerations in
GNN communication planning using Figure 6 as follows.

• Utilize fast links: To send data from d1 to d3, we may
either (1) go through the slow PCIe-QPI-PCIe direct
link, or (2) transfer the data tod2 first and then forward
to d3 via fast NVLink. According to our analysis in ğ3,
(2) may be a better choice and thus planning should
allow multi-hop forwarding to fully utilize the fast
links.

• Fuse communication: Vertices {a,b} on d1 are re-
quired by both d3 and d4, and thus sending {a,b} to d3
and d4 separately may be less efficient than sending
{a,b} to d3 first and allowing d3 to forward to d4. Thus,



for vertices required by more than one remote GPUs,
communication fusion should be supported.

• Avoid contention: d1 sending data to d3 and d2 send-
ing data to d4 may happen concurrently on the same
direct PCIe-QPI-PCIe link, causing contention and re-
ducing the attainable bandwidth of each other as dis-
cussed in ğ3. Planning should avoid or consider the
influence of these contentions.

• Balance loads on different links:d1 may send some
of the vertices to d3 via direct PCIe-QPI-PCIe link and
some are forwarded byd2. As putting toomuch load on
one link may create stragglers, it is crucial to balance
the loads on different links.

Feasible communication strategies. For a vertex u, de-
note its source GPU as su (i.e., u belongs to the partition of
su ) and the set of remote GPUs that need u’s embedding as
Du . Among the different strategies to transferu’s embedding
from su to each GPU in Du , we discuss which strategies need
to be considered in our communication planning algorithm.
Apparently, the optimal communication strategy for a vertex
u is a tree computed from the communication topology D,
which is rooted at su and contains all GPUs inDu . This can be
trivially proved by contradiction: if the optimal communica-
tion strategy for u is not a tree, we can construct a spanning
tree of the optimal strategy by removing some edges (i.e.,
eliminating some communication) and the spanning tree
will not have larger communication cost than the optimal
strategy. Thus, for each u ∈ V , we only need to consider
communication strategies that are trees rooted at su . We call
these strategies the set of feasible communication strategies.

Note that we define the communication strategy for each
vertex u ∈ V individually. This means that we allow vertices
from the same source GPU to use different communication
strategies, which has the following benefits. First, it provides
flexibility for load balancing, e.g., d1 can send some vertices
via NVLink and the others via PCIe. Second, it allows multi-

hop forwarding for a single vertex. For example, in Figure 6,
Ta : d1 − d2 − d3 − d4 uses d2 to forward the embedding of a
to d3 and d4, and uses fast NVLink all the way.

Cost model. Let Tu be a feasible communication strategy
of a vertex u ∈ V . We define a communication plan S for
a GNN layer as S = ∪u ∈VTu . We also define a cost model

t(S) for a plan S , which measures the communication time

needed using S for distributed GNN training. We use t(S)
to guide the search for the optimal strategies. We assume
that the communications in S happen in stages and the stage
of a communication is determined by the number of links
from the source GPU. Given the communication trees of all
vertices (i.e., a communication plan), calculating the cost
takes three steps: (1) calculating the amount of data transfer
on each link in each stage; (2) calculating the communication
time of each stage by taking the maximum communication

time of the active links in the stage; (3) calculating the total
communication time as the sum of the stages. For example,
in Figure 6, for vertex a and Ta : d1 − d2 − d3 − d4, we have
d1 − d2, d2 − d3 and d3 − d4 conducted in stage 1, 2 and 3,
respectively. We also assume that the communications in
the same stage happen concurrently and a stage finishes
only when all its communications complete. For example, if
Ta : d1 − d2 − d3 − d4 and Tд : d2 − d3 − d4, then d1 sends a
to d2 and d2 sends д to d3 concurrently as they are both in
stage 1.

Dividing the communications into stages allows to batch
the transfer of different vertices to fully utilize the band-
width. For example, if Ta = Tb : d1 − d2 − d3 − d4, then a

and b are sent from d1 to d2 together on NVLink via one
communication operation. In addition, communications in
the same stage are parallelized on different links. Note that
we call the connection between two computing GPUs (or
workers) a link. The link may have only one physical con-
nection, e.g., the NVLink between d1 and d2 in Figure 6, or
multiple physical connections, the PCIe-QPI-PCIe link from
d1 to d3. We use L to denote the set of all links in the topology
D.

We apply the following rules to calculate t(S):

• For a direct link Li ∈ L between the GPUs, e.g., an
NVLink, its communication time in stage k is tki =

cki (S)/bi , in which cki (S) is the amount of data transfer
in S that happens on link Li at stage k , and bi is the
bandwidth of link Li .

• For a link Li ∈ L that contains multiple physical con-
nections, e.g., the PCIe-QPI-PCIe link between d1 and
d3, we decompose it into multiple physical hops Li j ,

and have tki = maxj t
k
i j , in which tki j = cki j (S)/bi j and

cki j (S) is the aggregate data transfer that goes through

physical hop Li j at stage k .

• The communication time of a stage k is tk = maxi t
k
i .

The total communication time of a plan S is t(S) =
∑m−1

k=1 tk , where we assume that D containsm GPUs

and hence there are at mostm − 1 stages. 2

In our cost function, using the maximum communication
time of the physical connections as the communication time
for a link allows to account for contention. For example,
when d1 sends {a,b} to d3, and d2 sends {д,h} to d3 via the
PCIe-QPI-PCIe link in Figure 6 in the same stage, the com-
munication time will be decided by transferring {a,b,д,h}

(i.e., the aggregate data) over the QPI connection between
the CPUs. This assumption is also reasonable as the com-
munications on multiple physical connections are pipelined
and thus the communication time depends on the slowest
connection. Defining the stage communication time as the
maximum among the links allows us to balance the load

2This is because the communication strategy of each vertex is a tree.



Algorithm 1 Shortest Path Spanning Tree (SPST)

1: Input: The communication topology graph D(V ′
, E ′),

the source GPU su and the destination GPUs Du for
each vertex u ∈ V .

2: Output: The communication strategies for all vertices
in V .

3: for u ∈ V do

4: Nsrc = {su }

5: for i from 1 to |Du | do

6: C = incrmentalLinkCost(D, S) ▷ Use Algorithm 2
7: Run dijkstra(Nsrc ,D,C,Du\Nsrc )

8: Let p be the shortest path among the set of shortest
paths from each d ∈ Nsrc to each d ′ ∈ Du\Nsrc

computed in Dijkstra algorithm
9: Nsrc = Nsrc ∪ { vertices on p}
10: S = S ∪ { edges on p}
11: end for

12: end for

13: Return: S

among different links because putting too much load on one
link will result in a long stage communication time.
We define the communication planning problem as fol-

lows:

min t(∪u ∈VTu )

s.t. Tu ∈ D and is a tree that contains su and Du .
(2)

An interesting property of our communication planning
problem is that the optimal plan is irrelevant to the feature

dimension of the vertex embeddings. Adjusting the feature
dimension creates a common linear scaling on the communi-
cation time on all links and stages, and thus an optimal plan
for a feature dimension f is also optimal for another fea-
ture dimension f ′. A corollary from this property is that the
same optimal communication plan applies for different GNN
layers and models as they share the same communication
relation and may differ only in embedding dimension.

5.2 The SPST Algorithm

For each vertexu ∈ V , communication planning needs to find
a rooted spanning tree Tu of the communication topology D
as its communication strategy.Tu should use the source GPU
of u (i.e., su ) as root and contain all destination GPUs in Du .
We use a shortest path spanning tree (SPST) algorithm for
communication planning, which is presented in Algorithm 1.
SPST computes the communication strategy for the ver-

tices one by one, and we randomly shuffle the vertices of
G = (V , E) before execution. When processing a vertex u,
SPST considers the communication strategies of the pro-
cessed vertices as fixed, and minimizes the increase in the
overall communication time brought by u. For a vertex u,
SPST keeps a set of source GPUs Nsrc , which is initialized
as su and records the GPUs that have received u. In each

Algorithm 2 incrementalLinkCost

1: Input: The communication topology graph D(V ′
, E ′),

and a set of communication strategies S .
2: Output: Two dimensional array with shape (|V ′ |, |E ′ |)

modeling the cost of using different links at different
stages.

3: C = array2D(|V ′ |, |E ′ |)

4: for ej ∈ |E ′ | do

5: for i from 0 to |V ′ | − 1 do
6: C(i, ej ) = costFunc(S ∪ {(i, ej )}) − costFunc(S)

7: end for

8: end for

9: Return: C

iteration (Lines 5-11), SPST invokes a multi-source shortest
path algorithm (Line 7) to find the shortest path from each
GPU in Nsrc to each GPU in Du\Nsrc . Then it picks the path
p that has the shortest cost distance among all the paths
found in Line 8, and adds the GPUs on p to Nsrc (Line 9)
and the links on p to the cumulative communication plan S

(Line 10). As one destination GPU is added to Nsrc in each
iteration, SPST includes all GPUs in Du in the spanning tree
after |Du | iterations and thus finishes processing vertex u.

Line 6 of Algorithm 1 invokes Algorithm 2 to calculate the
edge weight matrix C for path finding, where costFunc(·) is
the cost model discussed in ğ5.1 andC(i, ej ) is the increase in
the overall communication time when transferring a vertex
embedding on link ej at stage i . The cost matrix C has |V ′ |

rows as for a communication topology with |V ′ | nodes, a
spanning tree (i.e., Tu ) has at most |V ′ | stages (otherwise
there will be at least one circle). Algorithm 1 uses C(i, ej )
as the edge weight for link ej if ej is i-hops away from the
source GPU su in the communication spanning tree Tu for
vertex u. In each iteration of the SPST algorithm, the costs
of the edges on the same path p can be added because these
edges belong to different stages.
There are several intuitions behind our SPST algorithm:

• Load balancing: SPST minimizes the blow-up in the
overall communication time when propagating a ver-
tex to a destination GPU. This automatically balances
the load on different links because for an under-loaded
link Li with t

k
i < tk (i.e., the link communication time

is smaller than the stage time), adding communication
on it will not increase the overall communication time.

• Prioritizing fast links and forwarding: SPST ex-
pands the spanning tree to the łnearest" destination
GPU with the smallest time cost in each step. Thus,
SPST prefers fast links (e.g., NVLink) over slow links
(e.g., QPI) as fast links have a small communication
cost. The sequential tree expansion also encourages
using intermediate GPU to forward vertices to multi-
ple destinations, i.e., transferring to one destination
GPU first and forwarding to the others via fast links.



• Avoiding contention and parallelizing communi-

cation: SPST finds the shortest path from Nsrc to one
destination GPU each time and hence the links on
the path are in different stages. 3 As we conduct the
stages sequentially, the communications in a path are
contention-free and their costs are addable. The cost
function of SPST assumes that the communications
on different links can happen in parallel in the same
stage. Using other algorithms may require more so-
phisticated handling of contention and parallelization.

Readers may wonder whether finding the optimal commu-
nication rooted tree for a vertex can be modeled as a steiner
tree problem [37], which is NP-hard but there are known
approximate solutions. The answer is negative because the
communication costs for the same vertex are not addable
as different links (for different paths) in the rooted tree can
be activated in the same stage. This is also why we need to
update the cost matrix C in each of the |Du | iterations of
Algorithm 1 when processing a vertex u.

Complexity analysis. Each vertex u in G = (V , E) needs
to run the multi-source shortest path algorithm at most
O(|Du |) = O(|V

′ |) times, where |V ′ | is the number of GPUs.
The shortest path algorithmhas a complexity ofO(|E ′ | log |E ′ |),
where |E ′ | is the number of links in the communication topol-
ogy graph D(V ′

, E ′). Therefore, the overall complexity of
SPST for all vertices is O(|V | |V ′ | |E ′ | log |E ′ |). The complex-
ity is linear w.r.t. the number of vertices in the data graph G
and not high because both |V ′ | and |E ′ | are small (e.g., < 100)
for typical distributed training scenarios.

Readers may notice that if we use Algorithm 2 to calculate
the cost of all links and stages, the complexity of the shortest
path algorithm is at least O(|E ′ | |V ′ |), which may be larger
than O(|E ′ | log |E ′ |). In this case, we can still maintain the
O(|E ′ | log |E ′ |) complexity by calculating the costs of the
links in an on-demand fashion. However, this optimization
will make the algorithm more complex but the main idea
remains the same, and thus we omit it in the paper.

6 System Design and Implementation

In this section, we discuss the system designs in DGCL and
give some implementation details.

6.1 Decentralized Communication Coordination

The communication plan S produced by the SPST algorithm
is organized into (di ,dj ,k,T

s
i j ,T

r
i j ) tuples for execution. In a

tuple, dj is a GPU that has link with di , k is the stage number,
T s
i j and T

r
i j (called the send/receive table) contain the vertex

ids of the embeddings di needs to send to and receive from dj
at stage k , respectively. This organization batches the com-
munication of different vertices passing through the same
pair of GPUs and helps fully utilize the network bandwidth.

3This is because the edges on the path have different tree depths

In the backward pass, stages are executed in a reverse order,
and T s

i j and T
r
i j are switched as gradient flow in the opposite

direction of embeddings. The (di ,dj ,k,T
s
i j ,T

r
i j ) tuples are is-

sued to the GPUs before training starts and do not take too
much memory as T s

i j and T
r
i j contain vertex ids instead of

high-dimensional vertex embeddings. Moreover, the same
communication tuples are reused for all GNN layers.
To execute the communication plan, a natural solution

is centralized coordination, in which each GPU notifies the
DGCL master when it finishes a stage and blocks until the
master tells it to start the next stage. However, centralized
coordination may have a high overhead for communicating
with the DGCL master and waiting for stragglers. Therefore,
we use a decentralized communication coordination protocol
based on ready and done flags. When a GPU is ready for
communication in a stage, it sets its ready flag to be true and
waits for the ready flags of its peer GPUs. When one of its
peers becomes ready, the GPU starts to send data to that peer.
Once all data have been sent to the buffer of the peer GPU, it
sets its done flag for that peer to be true so that the peer GPU
can retrieve data from the buffer. After sending and retrieving
all required data, a GPU becomes ready for the next stage.
The flags of a GPU can be accessed by its peer GPUs directly,
which alleviates the communication bottleneck on themaster.
In addition, transient stragglers in communication will not
block the other GPUs.

6.2 Efficient Communication Kernel

Automatic communicationmethod selection forGPUs.

DGCL uses different peer-to-peer communication strategies
when two GPUs have different connections. (1) For a pair
of GPU under the same CPU socket, DGCL conducts com-
munication using the CUDA virtual memory technique. The
sender gets the addresses of the data buffer and the ready
flag on the receiver from the driver, and the receiver gets
the address of the done flag of the sender. The sender and
receiver coordinate by setting the flags. (2) For GPUs un-
der different CPU sockets, DGCL conducts communication
through pinned CPU memory as it has better performance
than CUDA virtual memory in this case. A shared memory
buffer is allocated on the CPU, and the sender and receiver ac-
cess the memory address using direct memory access (DMA).
(3) For a pair of GPUs that reside on different machines, an
extra thread is assigned to help data send/receive through
NIC (e.g., Ethernet or IB). The sender moves the data to a
local buffer first and the helping thread sends the data to
the remote machine. Once the data has been sent, the help-
ing thread sets the flag on the local machine as ready. GPU
RDMA is utilized if IB and the CUDA version supports it.
Non-atomic update in back-propagation. In the back-
ward pass, a vertex embedding will receive gradients from
multiple GPUs if the vertex is used as a remote vertex by
these GPUs. As the gradients from different GPUs are re-
ceived by different CUDA threads, atomic reduction is needed



due to potential data conflict, which incurs performance
overhead. To remove the overhead, DGCL divides a stage
into several sub-stages such that a vertex receives gradients
from only one GPU in each sub-stage. We support sub-stage
communication without changing the planning algorithm.
A planned communication tuple (di ,dj ,k,T

s
i j ,T

r
i j ) is divided

into |D | − 1 smaller tuples (di ,dj ,k, l,T
s
i j (l),T

r
i j (l)), and the

receive tableT r
i j is partitioned into |D | −1 parts (i.e., theT s

i j (l)

sub-tables) such that gradients for the same vertex from dif-
ferent GPUs are in different sub-stages. The send table is
adjusted according to the receive table.
Data packing. DGCL packs the vertex embeddings into 16
bytes to improve efficiency. 16 bytes is the maximum data
size that one CUDA thread can fetch in one instruction and
packing reduces the number of memory accesses.

6.3 Implementation Details

In DGCL , we use multiple processes for computation and
maps one computation process to each GPU. A master pro-
cess is utilized for coordination. The initialization of the
distributed communication environment depends on the par-
allel execution framework, e.g., MPI or PyTorch distributed
package. For MPI, the master process generates a communi-
cation address and broadcasts it to the other processes. For
PyTorch distributed package, multiple processes are spawn
from one process and the processes can read the address of
the master from the environment variables. After all pro-
cesses have connected with the master process, the master
uses gather and scatter for distributed training, e.g., assign
the partitioned sub-graphs, dispatch vertex features and ex-
change GPU connection information. DGCL leverages exist-
ing data parallel frameworks such as Horovod and PyTorch
distributed data parallel package for distributed model syn-
chronization. As the model size is usually small for GNNs,
we do not conduct optimizations for it.

In existing GNN systems, execution is decomposed into
two parts, i.e., graph relevant operations such as graph ag-
gregation and standard DNN operations such as matrix mul-
tiplication. On a single machine, the graph relevant oper-
ations need to involve the remote vertices while the DNN
operations do not need to compute the embeddings for the
remote vertices. Therefore, we use graphAllgather to collect
the remote vertices before the single machine GNN system
conducts the graph operations. After the graph operations,
we remove the embeddings of the remote vertices before
the single machine GNN system conducts the normal DNN
operations. As a result, we do not incur extra computation
overhead for distributed training.

7 Experimental Evaluation

We evaluated our method with two hardware configura-
tions. The default configuration contains two servers, each
equipped with 8 V100 GPUs with 16 GB memory and the

Table 4. Dataset statistics and model configurations

Reddit Com-Orkut Web-Google Wiki-Talk

Vertices 0.23M 3.07M 0.87M 2.39M

Edges 110M 117M 5.1M 5.0M

Avg. Degree 478 38.1 5.86 2.09

Feature Size 602 128 256 256

Hidden Size 256 128 256 256

connections among the GPUs on the same machine follows
Figure 3. The GPUs on one machine communicate with peers
on the other machine using the same IB NIC card and GPU
RDMA [23] is enabled for GPUs under the same PCIe switch
with the IB NIC card. The second configuration is a server
that contains 8 1080-Ti GPUs with 12 GB memory. The GPUs
are connected using PCIe instead of NVLink.

Datasets. Table 4 lists the statistics of the graphs used in
the experiments. Reddit [8] is a post-to-post graph, where
vertices are posts and an edge connects two posts if there
is a user that comments on both of them. Com-Orkut [41]
models a social network, in which vertices are users and
edges represent the friendship relation between users. In
Web-Google [19], the vertices are web pages and the edges
are the hyperlinks between the web pages. Wiki-Talk [18]
records user interactions on Wikipedia, in which vertices
are Wikipdia users and an edge from user u to user v means
that u edited the talk pages of v at least once. Among the 4
graphs, Reddit and Com-Orkut are relatively dense, while
Web-Google and Wiki-Talk are sparse. Com-Orkut and Wiki-
Talk contain more than 2 million vertices, while Reddit and
Web-Google are smaller. We choose graphs with different
properties to validate DGCL under different settings.

GNNmodels.Weused three popular GNNmodels.GCN [17]
is widely used for semi-supervised learning on graphs and
aggregates neighbor embeddings using simple weighted sum.
CommNet [32] models multiple cooperating agents, which
learn to communicate among themselves before taking ac-
tions.GIN [39] usesmulti-layer perceptions (MLPs) to update
the vertex embedding and is shown to match the powerful
Weisfeiler-Lehman graph isomorphism test. From GCN to
CommNet and GIN, the models have an increasing computa-
tion complexity, and we used them to explore the interplay
between the computation and communication costs. We used
2 layers for all GNN models as 2-layer GNNs are the most
popular. The dimensions of the input feature and hidden
feature can be found in Table 4. For graphs that do not come
with vertex features, we randomly generate the 0-th layer
vertex embeddings.

Baselines and evaluation methodology. A direct com-
parison with NeuGraph [21] and ROC [13] is not feasible be-
cause they are not yet open-source.We comparedDGCLwith
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Figure 7. The per-epoch time and communication time for training the 3 GNN models on 4 datasets with 8 GPUs

three baselines, Swap, Peer-to-peer and Replication. DGCL,
Swap and Peer-to-peer use the same non-overlapping graph
partitioning to assign vertices in a graph to the GPUs. DGCL
uses the DGCL library for embedding passing. Following
ROC, Peer-to-Peer uses direct peer-to-peer communication.
Swap follows NeuGraph [21] by dumping vertex embeddings
to main memory after each layer for communication, and
we also implemented the chain-transfer optimization in Neu-
Graph for high efficiency. Replication eliminates embedding
passing by replicating vertices as discussed in ğ3. For fair
comparison, all methods used DGL for single-GPU execution.
Our main performance metrics are per-epoch time and

communication time. Per-epoch time is the time to conduct a
forward and backward pass for all vertices in the graph. As
all our baselines are equivalent in single-GPU training from
the algorithm perspective, shorter per-epoch time means
better time-to-accuracy performance. Communication time
is the time used to conduct embedding passing in an epoch.
All reported timing results are measured after warm-up and
averaged over 10 repetitions.

7.1 Main Results

We report the per-epoch time and communication time for
training the three GNN models on the four datasets with 8
GPUs in Figure 7. We decompose the per-epoch time into
communication time and computation time, and plot the com-
munication time at the top of each bar. Note that Replication
has zero communication time as it does not need to conduct
communication. We can make the following observations:
(1) Replication has severe performance penalty. Its per-epoch
time is significantly longer than the other methods for the
dense Reddit graph (see Figure 7a) and it goes OOM for the
larger Com-Orkut and Wiki-Talk graphs. However, for the
small and sparseWeb-Google graph, Replication outperforms
Peer-to-peer and Swap because a relatively small number of
vertices are replicated. (2) Swap has the worst performance
on the three larger graphs, Com-Orkut, Web-Google and
Wiki-Talk, as it needs to swap all vertex embeddings to main
memory. However, Swap performs well for the small and
dense Reddit graph because a large portion of the vertices
swapped to main memory are required by remote GPUs.

(3) Peer-to-peer has a better overall performance than Repli-

cation and Swap.
We also have the following observations for DGCL. (1) It

has significantly shorter communication time than Peer-to-

peer and Swap. The communication time of Peer-to-peer is
up to 7.04x and on average 4.45x of DGCL’s time, while
that of Swap is up to 230x and on average 60.7x of DGCL’s
time. (2) As a result of its short communication time, DGCL
achieves the shortest per-epoch time among the four meth-
ods in all cases. Averaged across all graphs and models, the
per-epoch time of Peer-to-peer and Swap are 1.47x and 7.43x
ofDGCL’s time. This result is remarkable as for sparse graphs
(i.e., Web-Google and Wiki-Talk) or complex models (e.g.,
GIN), computation dominates the execution time and DGCL

needs to spend the same computation time as Peer-to-peer
and Swap as they all use DGL for single-GPU execution.
(3) DGCL has the most significant performance gain for train-
ing GCN on Com-Orkut, in which case the per-epoch time
of the baselines is reduced by at least 47.7%. Overall, DGCL
is most efficient for dense graphs and simple models, for
which the communication time takes up a large portion of
the per-epoch time.
To show the generality of DGCL when using different

number of GPUs, we report the results of training GCN on
Reddit in Figure 8 and GIN on Web-Google in Figure 9. We
choose the two smaller graphs as a small number of GPUs
do not have enough memory to process the larger graphs.
For the same reason, we do not report GIN on Web-Google
using 1 GPU. Also, as Swap is designed for a single machine
in NeuGraph, we do not use it for 16 GPUs with two servers.
The results show that DGCL consistently achieves the

shortest per-epoch time among all methods and has shorter
communication time than both Swap and Peer-to-peer. The
methods have similar per-epoch time for training GIN on
Web-Google because the computation time dominates the
per-epoch time due to the complex model. The communi-
cation time of Swap drops when increasing from 2 GPUs
to 8 GPUs because there are more GPUs to dump/load the
vertex embeddings from/to main memory in parallel. Peer-
to-peer and DGCL have identical communication time when
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Figure 8. Per-epoch time and communication time for train-
ing GCN on Reddit with different number of GPUs
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Figure 9. Per-epoch time and communication time for train-
ing GIN on Web-Google with different number of GPUs

Table 5. Per-epoch time (ms) for training GIN and GCN
on 16 GPUs, where DGCL-R used replication to eliminate
cross-machine communication

Web-Google Reddit

DGCL DGCL-R DGCL DGCL-R

GCN 54.0 26.7 88.4 86.4
GIN 94.8 107 53.1 71.9

there are 4 or fewer GPUs because these GPUs have direct
NVLink connections among each other, and both methods
use NVLink. When the connections are more complex, e.g.,
with 8 or 16 GPUs, DGCL has significantly shorter commu-
nication time than Swap and Peer-to-peer. For training GCN
on Reddit with 16 GPUs, the per-epoch time of Peer-to-peer
and Replication are 3.94x and 6.31x of DGCL’s time.

Figure 8 and Figure 9 show that distributed GNN training
does not scale well with 16 GPUs due to slow inter-machine
communication with IB. Thus, we introduce an alternative
scheme, i.e., DGCL-R, which replicates vertices to eliminate
inter-machine communication as in Replication and uses
DGCL to plan communication for GPUs in the same machine.
Table 5 reports the per-epoch time of DGCL-R and DGCL

for training GCN and GIN on Web-Google and Reddit. The
results show that DGCL-R has longer per-epoch time than

Table 6. Time (ms) for one graphAllgather operation in a
hardware configuration without NVLink

Reddit Com-Orkut Web-Google Wiki-Talk

DGCL 14.3 128 7.84 5.86

Swap 14.5 1220 116 317

Peer-to-peer 17.9 179 8.72 8.51
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Figure 10. Relation between the model estimated commu-
nication cost and the actual communication time for one
graphAllgather operation with 8 GPUs

DGCL when training GIN because GIN is computation inten-
sive and replication introduces extra computation. DGCL-R
also does not perform well for Reddit, a more dense graph, as
it replicates almost the entire graph on each machine. How-
ever, DGCL-R significantly outperforms DGCL for training
GCN on Web-Google because the graph is sparse and inter-
machine communication dominates per-epoch time for the
simple GCN model.

To show that DGCL can cope with different hardware con-
nections, we report the time taken by one graphAllgather
operation in our second hardware configuration without
NVLink. Recall that graphAllgather collects the remote ver-
tex embeddings for each GPU for training a GNN layer and
hence reflects the communication time. The feature size is
128 and there are 8 GPUs. Table 6 shows that graphAllgather
uses less time with DGCL than with both Swap and Peer-to-

peer. Swap takes a long time for the large graphs (i.e., Web-
Goggle, Com-Orkut andWiki-Talk), which is consistent with
its poor performance for these graphs in Figure 7. DGCL’s
advantage over Peer-to-peer is less significant compared with
Figure 7 as this configuration does not have NVLink. DGCL
outperforms Peer-to-peer in this case mainly because it con-
siders contention and load balancing.

7.2 Micro Benchmarks

As we use the cost model in ğ5.1 to guide communication
planing, it is crucial that the model estimated communica-
tion cost is an accurate estimate of the actual communication
time. To test the accuracy of our cost model, we plot the esti-
mated cost and actual communication time of one graphAll-
gather operation on Reddit and Web-Google in Figure 10.



Table 7. The breakdown of the communication time (ms) of
one graphAllgather operation for DGCL with 8 GPUs

NVLink Others Relative difference

Web-Google 0.787 0.821 4.32%

Reddit 1.16 1.07 7.41%

Com-Orkut 7.43 7.30 1.78%

Wiki-Talk 0.783 0.882 12.6%

Table 8. Running time (s) of SPST (s)

Reddit Com-Orkut Web-Google Wiki-Talk

2 GPU 0.74 4.61 0.78 0.37

4 GPU 1.52 16.2 1.56 0.65

8 GPU 4.19 43.5 3.42 1.45

16 GPU 9.91 110 6.76 3.14
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Figure 11. The ratio between the memory used for the
send/receive tables and normal GNN training

The communication volume (hence communication time) is
controlled by communicating only some vertices in the orig-
inal graph. The results show that the actual communication
time has a linear relation with the estimated communica-
tion cost. We fitted a line between them and found that the
divergence from the line is below 5% in most cases.

One important goal of the SPST algorithm is to balance the
communication time of different links to avoid communica-
tion straggler. We give the breakdown of the communication
time that DGCL spends on different links in Table 7. To avoid
interference, the communication time of NVLink is measured
after removing the communication on other links and vice
versa. The results show that DGCL can effectively balance
the communication time spent on different links.
We report the running time of the SPST algorithm for

different graphs and number of GPUs in Table 8, which is
measured on a machine with a 48-core Platinum 8160 CPU
and 256G main memory in the single-thread mode. The re-
sults show that the SPST algorithm can finish communication
planning in several seconds in most cases. The trend is that
SPST takes more time when the graph is large (i.e., more

Table 9. Time (ms) for graphAllgather in the backward pass

Reddit Com-Orkut Web-Google Wiki-Talk

Atomic 1.72 14.3 1.11 0.99

Non-atomic 1.28 9.16 0.83 0.71

vertices to process) or dense (i.e., more multi-source shortest-
path iterations for each vertex). In addition, the running time
grows approximately linearly with the number of GPUs.

We report the ratio between the memory used to store the
send/receive tables (i.e.,T s

i j ,T
r
i j ) for decentralized communica-

tion coordination and the peak memory consumption during
normal GNN training in Figure 11. The results show that the
ratio is below 0.002 in all cases, indicating that decentralized
communication coordination has a low memory overhead.
This is because we store only vertex ids instead of high-
dimensional vertex embeddings and the same send/receive
tables are reused for different GNN layers. To validate the
effectiveness of non-atomic aggregation in back propagation,
we report the time of one graphAllgather operation in the
backward pass in Table 9. We used 8 GPUs in the default
configuration with NVLink and the dimension of the hidden
layer is 128. The results show that non-atomic aggregation
effectively reduces the running time of atomic aggregation.

8 Related Work

In this section, we review related works on GNN systems
and communication planning.

8.1 Existing GNN Systems

DGL [35] and PyG [7] integrate with existing deep learning
frameworks (e.g., Tensorflow [1] and PyTorch [27]) and pro-
vide sparse tensor operations tailored for graph data. They
consider training on a single GPU and currently do not sup-
port full graph training on multiple GPUs. Due to the heavy
computation workload of GNN training, using a single GPU
may result in a long per-epoch time for large graphs. More-
over, a single GPU may run out-of-memory (OOM) as each
vertex needs to keep the high dimensional embedding during
training.

NeuGraph [21] supports GNN training on multiple GPUs
in a single machine by partitioning a graph into partitions
and assigning each GPU to handle some partitions. The CPU
memory is used for data exchange: the GPUs fetch the re-
quired vertex embeddings from CPU memory for computa-
tion and write the embeddings back to CPU memory after
finishing a layer. As the GPUs access CPU memory via rel-
atively slow PCIe links, the I/O overhead is reported to be
high, taking up about 90% of the per-epoch time in some
cases. In addition, it is unclear how to extend NeuGraph to
multiple machines due to the high I/O overhead.

ROC [13] also uses graph partitioning to divide the work-
load among the GPUs but supports training with multiple



machines. A linear regression model is learned to predict
the execution time of each GPU and graph partitioning is
adjusted accordingly to balance the workload of the GPUs.
When GPU memory is insufficient (e.g., for large graphs),
ROC uses a dynamic programming algorithm to choose the
tensors to swap to CPU memory such that the data transfer
is minimized. However, ROC is based on Lux [12], which
uses peer-to-peer communication for vertex state exchange.
We have shown that peer-to-peer communication has high
overheads for distributed GNN training in ğ3.
Seastar [38] allows users to program GNN models easily

with a vertex-centric programming model in native Python
syntax. GNN models implemented with Seastar’s API are
intuitive to understand as the vertex-centric programming
model provides a direct one-to-one mapping from the GNN
formula to the implementation code. Seastar achieves excel-
lent performance by just-in-time compiling and optimizing
the vertex-centric function with Seastar operator fusion and
kernel-level optimizations such as feature-adaptive comput-
ing, locality-centric execution and dynamic load balancing.
However, Seastar currently only supports single-GPU GNN
training. In this regard, DGCL can integrate with Seastar
for scalable GNN training, where DGCL handles commu-
nication planning and execution (also other tasks such as
graph partitioning) while Seastar handles the single-GPU
GNN training. DGCL and Seastar can further integrate with
MindSpore [11], a deep learning backend framework, to ac-
celerate distributed training using MindSpore’s features such
as auto-parallel training and tensor-compilation techniques.

8.2 Communication Planning

GPU-based graph processing systems usually target at graph
workloads such as PageRank, BFS and connected compo-
nents. Some of them build a ring topology for cross-GPU
communication [2, 42], some conduct communication via
CPU memory [16], some use replication to eliminate cross-
GPU communication [43], and some use direct peer-to-peer
communication [26]. However, these works do not conduct
fine-grained communication scheduling for multi-gpu graph
processing by considering the underlying communication
topology.

There are some works [6, 24] that use collective communi-
cation (e.g., allreduce and allgather operations [3, 28, 29]) for
GPUs when training regular deep neural networks (DNNs).
Allreduce aggregates the data of the same size across the
GPUs and writes the result back to each GPU. Allgather con-
catenates the data from different GPUs and writes the results
to each GPU. These works assume that each GPU needs to
send/receive the same amount of data and the data sent by
one GPU is needed by all other GPUs. These assumptions no
longer hold for distributed GNN training as different GPUs
need the embeddings of different vertices.

The fine-grained graph communication problem can also
be formulated as a multi-source multicast routing problem

(MMRP). Given the communication topology and the band-
width of each link, the goal of MMRP is to ensure that the
traffic on all links does not exceed their capacities [34], or
to minimize the total traffic on all links or maximize the
minimum residual bandwidth of the links [5]. However, in
the GNN communication planning problem (GNN-CPP), we
need to minimize the total communication time of all multi-
cast tasks, i.e., one task for each vertex to transfer it to remote
GPUs. GNN-CPP is different from MRP as we do not need
to consider the bandwidth constraints of the links (thus the
bandwidth limits and residual bandwidth do not apply) and
the time costs of different multicast tasks are not additive
due to concurrent communication (this makes it different
from minimizing the total traffic).

9 Conclusions

We presented DGCL Ð a general and efficient communica-
tion library for distributed GNN training. By considering the
properties of the embedding passing operation in distributed
GNN training, DGCL designs a tailored SPST algorithm for
communication planning, which jointly considers fully uti-
lizing fast links, avoiding contention and balancing loads
on different links. DGCL can be used to easily extend exist-
ing single-GPU GNN systems to distributed training with
user-friendly APIs. Experimental results show that DGCL
effectively reduces the time used for communication and
hence improves the efficiency and scalability of distributed
GNN training. We think DGCL may also benefit other dis-
tributed applications (e.g., PageRank on GPU) that has an
irregular communication pattern similar to GNN training.
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